6) Vol. 2, pp. 686-7. The author p. 687 n. 10 observes that the text is "diYcile, forse corrotto". She follows the text of H.S. Long and refers to a paper by Gigante. Here the addition of 'without dialectic' is implicit.
7) He has a note explaining that he sticks to the text as transmitted and that he rejects the emendation nomoy¡tai, but he too in fact adds neu aét°w. 8) Cf. above, n. 3, n. 7. 9) Cf. again above, n. 3, n. 7. 10) Sull. 36.3, Cic. 26.9 5 ) The second of these two sentences has unquestionably inspired Jerome's phrasing in one of his earlier works. 6 ) According to Petitmengin's most recent statement on the subject a reminiscence of the rst sentence as well (negas te quod facis colere [sc. idolum]) is to be found in the following words of the Jeremiah commentary: impudenter negas te coluisse idolum Bahalim (1,31,1). 7 ) It would seem however that such a view is inadmissible.
Here three points may be made. The rst is of a general nature: whereas the phrase saginatior hostia, which Jerome certainly does imitate, is extremely striking, 8 ) the words negas te . . . colere are on the other hand unremarkable. 9 ) There was accordingly no reason why Jerome should commit this particular locution to memory for subsequent redeployment: it is arresting phraseology which Jerome appropriates from others.
10 ) The remaining points concern the speci c wording of the Commentary on Jeremiah. Here Jerome's employment of idolum is due simply to the lemma, which contains the term Bahalim: it is Jerome's custom to gloss this word by the addition of idolum.
11 ) The phrase negas te coluisse, which is specially highlighted by Petitmengin, would also appear to be explicable in the same terms. 
